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and the Bucks may not have an answer yet for the two biggest
needs on the team. What do you see as the glaring weaknesses
right now on the Bucks? There’s clearly a need for shooting and
defense in Milwaukee, as the Bucks finished 27th in the NBA in

field goal shooting and 30th in points allowed per game. This is a
great time to get a young player, and the draft offers a wealth of

talent on the wing, including prospects like Kentucky’s Willie
Cauley-Stein and Arizona’s Stanley Johnson, two proven shot-

blockers who would offer solid defense to a team that struggled
with the glass this year. There’s also the possibility of a

European point guard with some point guard skills in Nikola
Mirotic, a smooth scorer who could bring some much-needed

depth and toughness to Milwaukee’s bench. The Bucks may just
have to wait to see what comes to them in the 2012 NBA Draft.
Tyson Chandler -- Acquired by Milwaukee on Jan. 8, 2011 Player:
Forward/Center Position: Small Forward/Center Numbers: 5/7/11
Stats: All stats are from NBA.com Strengths: If I had to sum up
his game in one sentence, I would say that he’s a solid, well-
rounded player. He’s a good defensive rebounder and he has

good size and a strong frame, but he’s not a dominant
rebounder or block-getter. Chandler hasn’t scored much during

his seven-year career but he� c6a93da74d
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